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Universities have long permitted and even encouraged faculty to,
'make arrangements for external employment in their areas of speciali-
zatton. Such "real world" applications of academic expertise have
been viewed as beneficial not only to the outside recipient but also
to the faculty member whose experience and competence might be enhanced.
Until recently the arrangements were viewed as'clearly benercial to
the university as well. Such ailivity was believed not only to have
contributed to the fulfillment of the university's mission in the
realH of public service but also to have served in offsetting faculty
salaries acknowledged to be below a competitive lavel.

All of these bentfitS may still be valid results of consulting
and other ouWde activities. However, it is clear that the valuf of
academic experttse provided on a fee-for-service basis is today viewed
with some skepticiSm and the motives behind such actiifities are being
questioned. The reasons #or an attitudinal shift on the parts of the
pubiiLelected government officials, and university administrators
may be traced to a complicated rage of social developments. Admittedly,
many of these may have had little to do with the behavior of most facultyt
and the mtstrust of these constituencies is perhaps not entirely warranted.
However, it must also be said that faculty have, following the rapid
growth in Support for higher education in the 1960's, emerged in tbe public

.eye as no longer the underpaid scholars whose commitments to academe are
made with some measure of personal sacrifice.

today's academician is seen as a much ;Tire sophisticated professional..
Leaders from":a variety of business and political drenas depend upon
academic talents to contribute to a wide range of decisions that affect
society. Frequently this academic expertise is the most advanced know-
ledge currently avaiiable for ,application to societal needs.

In this context, it appears that the public sees the academician
much as it sees the physician. Academic ski'ls are needed 6y a society
which *relies heavily upon tht application of scientific knowledge.
However, as in the use of the physician, society has become dubious
that the academic processional can act in the best interests of the
clientele served when no monitoring of professional activity is influenced
by that clientele. For the academician the clientele served may be a
,number of groups of people. One set of clients is obviously students
who may feel that a faculty member's outside activities take too much
time from regular teaching or other wiversity responsibilities. Another
clientele is composed of general taxpayers who may feel that--in the case
of the public universities--they contribute to a full-time salary For
professors, yet they realize that faculty can and do earn additional
income for time spent working as consultants for industry or goverment
agencies, running their own professionally-related businesses, c each-

ing elsewhere. These clients are beginning to evidence their dissItis-
faction with such arrangements in part through their unwillingnr,s to
mai:tain as high a level of public support for universities. (ihis

reaction is hardly less relevant for the large private universities
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whose financial stabili* is largely dependent on public funds and
tax laws.) From the perspective of these clients, it is probably
difficult to view such outside professional activities in the context
of public service and professional develupment.

?

From another perspective, universities employing academic pro-
fessionals are beginning to recognize problems with a role definition
for faculty that includes provision of tenured job seCurity yet
little stipulation of what a full-time'appointment really entails.
Responses to a recent survey of graduate deans at all research and Doctorate-
Granting univereities reveal that universities generally perceive their
faculty members as having a range of professional opportunities external
to the university. (Carnegie, 1976) It is clear from policy language
that most are concerned that these outside activities might infringe on
academic responsibilities. Policies for consulting and/or conflict-of-
interest hall been developed by 92 of the 95 responding'universities.
Policy analysis showed that areas most frequently covered (included in

. 65% of the pelicies) were (1) requirements for university approval 0
outside activity, (2) limitation of outside activity to some portion of
total workload, and (3) stipulation that the activity must not interfere
with other duties. Other concerns,. cited in about a third cf the policies,
were that faculty (1) must make annual disclosures of income from outside
activities, (2) may not use university facilities for outside work,
(3) may only engage in outside work which adds to their professional
abilities, and (4) may not teach for another university. Clearly, at
least some universities are sensitive to the problems created by a role
definition for academics that has alldwed and even encouraged faculty to
engage in outside professional activities. It may be observed that these
activities compete not only for time the university believeS is included
within the university's expectation of a "full-time"'appointment but also
that they compete with or bedefit from existing uniyersiteeprograms.

.

The increasing demand for academic expertise creates a multitude of
opportunities for ethical problems to arise. Most of these problems
relating to consulting and other outside activities stem from the fact
that it is difficult, if not impossible, for faculty to earn supplemental
income without using university resources in some way. These resources
are frequently cited in university policies whose purpose is to regulate
faculty consulting. They include: faculty time, university supplies and
materials, campus facilities, and use of the unpiersity's name. While
cases involving the blatant use of the more measurable of these resources
may readily fit our concept of unethical behavior, the cases in which
ethical dilemmas arise in a more subtle way are important for us to examine
because sweeping policies will undoubtedly be developed to remedy these
situations. In the form these policies are likely to take, they are as

,

unlikely to achieve their desired effec, as they are likely to be developed
unless faculty members perceive these :ituations within an ethical con-
text and realize the importance of remwing some of the traditional ideals
of the academic profession.



In addition to the need for increased faculty awareness of ethical
problems, universfties and external funding bodies must remember that
outside professional activities are not inherently detrimental eto higher
education. Consulting and other activities continue to make substantial
contributions to both the university, and :ociety. However, current
university ptactices create conflicts in terms of how faculty incorporate
outside commitmepts withln their overall professional activities.

An examination of two hypothetical cases will help to show that
ethical problems can and do exist among practices commonly accepted by
members of the academy--and that these practices are not necessarily
acceptable to those outside that group.

First, let us look at a case in which a faculty member writes a
textbook for the introductory course in her field at the suggestion of
a well-established publisher who has agreed in advance to publish the work.
Teaching assistants in the course critique chapter outlines and content,
students in the class ptivide feedback to draft materials, and the depart-
ment secretary types the drafts when she has no other departmental work
to do. The facUlty member spends 'some evenings and occasional afternoons

, in her office working on the book. The finished text is planned to be

used in the department's introductory course. Because this faculty member
is well-known in her field, her prestige as well as that of the university
assure the publisher of good sales nationally. If the textbook sells as
ihe publisher hopes. the royalties are likely to be substantial and, under ,
university policy, Iney will belong solely to'the author.

Typfcally such an arrangement for royalties on textbooks has been
viewed as satisfactory because textbook authorship is generally not counted

within promotion and tenure considerations. Therefore, royalties provide

one form of incentive for devoting-time to the writing of textbookS.

However, while it may be difficult to,measure the amount of university
resources used, it is Meer that there is a substantial university contri-

bution to the project. For the professor to receive the royalties from
sales of the book on her own campus seems particularly inappropriate
sinte students there were instrumental in the book's development. (A few

univerSities have adopted the practice of refunding to students the amount
of the royalty per book for books.written by their faculty when these
are used as requiritexts. In such cases, the authors do not receive

royalties for on-campus sales.)

As a second example, consider the hyputhetical cve in vhich a
professor of psychology is'retained as a consultant to a large advertising

firm. He has obtained his department chairperson's approval for this
arrangement and consults one half-day a week,' which is within the univer-

sity limitation of one day per week. For some time this prNssor has
directed a research project at the university on the effects of mass media

on public attitude change. This'research is sponsored in part by a

grant from the American Cancer Society.



Clearly tbis professor's experience as a consultant could provide a
pOtential opportunity to further develop his expertise and apply his
research findings in the area of influencing attitude change. However,
if the preceding scenario were amplified to include a large'tobacco
company as the advertising firm's largest client, is the professor's
consulting role in conflict withAhiS role at the university as director
of this funded project?

Perhaps both affiliations are legitimate if a case can be made
for the relevance of this professor's expertise to any situation in
which that expertise applies (and does not conflict with legal or .
university codes): However, to suppoet this argument, objectivity on
the part of the professor must be ensured. From "he view of those
external to academic settings (and increasingly, many of those interhal'
as well), such ohjectivity is questionable. This is because it appears
La'ikely that the objectivity of academic expertise can be maintained
when it is variously supported by university funds, research grants, and
especially, by consulting fees. Consulting fees in particular are viewed
skeptically.because they are negotiated by and paid directly to the
faculty member, and it is rare that the university, much less the general
public, has any knowledge of or influence on the amounts of these fees.

These examples serve to illustrate that it is not just tle obvious--
and less widespreadincome-producing activities that arouse concern.
Practices which have become widely accepted within the modern concept of
the academic profession also warrant examination. The preceding cases
raise two major issues\important to a discussion of ethics in outside
professional activities!, \,

(1) conflicts of interest with respect to time usage and
(2) intellectual bias.

By design, academics have been afforded a large measure cf self-
determination in the use of time for which they receive compensation.
This discretionary use of time is a part of the faculty role definition
because the results of professional autonomy in tae academic sphere are
assumed ultimately to benefit society. However, to nany observers it
appears that the availability of income-ploducing commitments, a$ opposed
to relevant unpaid activities, may result in faculty who choose to spend
time on what pays and not necessarily on that which is of highest academic
priority. Commitment to income-producing activities may lead to uncon-

scious compromise of academic obectivity and impartiality In the cases

described, the element of personal financial profit can cinceivably
influence both time usage aid obwectivity. On other han , if the aspects

of these activities which lead to personal gain were remuved, it is less
likely that faculty ethics would be questioned.



This examina:ion of ethical cuncerns i,lated to faculty consulling
and other professional activities for faippler,ental pay points up the mixed

and sometimes conflicting expectations faced by the academic professional.
While an entrepreneurial approach to one's profession may be understood
as faculty silary increases lag behind the rise in the c(St of living, the

broader view of tht problems created by the present faculty role definition
suggests tha. more than.individual attempts to supplemrnt salaries are

needed.

Universities, students, professional colleagues, and segmenti of
society demand accountability for a range of professional commitments
that are not equally well defined within the construct of the facultY

position. The current concept of a faculty position makes provision,
for serving all of these clients but not in a way that prevents suspicion
of conflicts of interest and loss of objectivity. If professional activities

that now take place outside the university 's purview ere really contributing
to professional development and advancing the aims of higher education,

ethical conflicts should not continue to be at issue in the fulfillment of

these responsibilities. If, on the other hand, faculty members participate
ill outside activities that cannot be justified within a broadened concept

of a university-eMployed academic professional, such activities should be

curtailed.

The'Ethical and Economic Issues Project at the University of Southern

California, among others examining these problems, is seeking to develop

new models for faculty appointments that could establish a better relation-

'ship between the academic professional and the various clienteles that

are dependent upon academic talents. Changes are needed in order to ensure

faculty behavior that is in keeping with the professional obligations

appropriate to a scholar, researcher, and teacher. Such changes would

have to include provision of adequate compensation for high-caliber academic

professionals. Academicians do not benefit from the loss of credibility

resulting from lack of current role definitions and it is likely that they

could serve their various clients better if conflicting expectations for

the use of their expertise were satisfactorily resolved.


